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Danial Bawany, 21, Student
Nisha Murali, 23, Corporate Sales Executive
So how did you two lovebirds meet?
Danial (D): A mutual friend of ours
introduced us. So I got her number and after
texting for a week or so, we went out!
Nisha (N): It was actually quite unexpected.
And soon after getting to know each other,
we realised we were neighbours! That’s how
it progressed.
What is his/her best trait and biggest
flaw?
D: Nisha is a very calm person, so she helps
me cope with my emotions better. I’m very
hot tempered and impatient! I really don’t
think she has any flaws though.
N: He’s really driven and motivated. That’s
what attracted me to him in the first place.
But the downside is that he takes it very hard
when he doesn’t achieve what he sets out
to do.
What is your idea of a great date?
D: Our first date. We had dinner at a nice
restaurant, then moved over to Gardens
by the Bay. The view and ambience were
amazing, and it was just nice getting to know
her better.
N: I agree with what Danial said. Good
conversation is most important when it
comes to dating. Even a simple day at the
beach would be great.
What’s your philosophy on love and
relationships?
D: Respect and honesty are most important
in any relationship. Each relationship has its
ups and downs, but as long as the two parties
are respectful of each other and are honest,
most things can be overcome.
N: Respect, definitely. And patience! I
think patience is the cornerstone of any
relationship.
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P RO LO G U E
Our makeover couple posing
under the scorching sun
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Editorial

THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS
to the rule, of course, but as
Singaporeans, we are not exactly
known for our outgoing personality.
In fact, we may seem rather
conservative, especially when it
comes to the topic of dating. Even
though we are 16 years into the
21st century, some of us still hold
on to old, passé ideals of what a
relationship should be rather than
what it can be.
Take the ways in which people are
now meeting their potential partners,
for example. More people than ever
before are using dating apps and
websites, and some of them even go
on to get married and start families.
Dating events, too, are making it
much easier to meet new people and
forge new bonds.
However, some of us remain
quite shy at said events, according to
Jerald Lim, founder of local dating
agency One Plus One. That is why
Lim makes it a point to make One
Plus One’s dating events extra casual
and fun. Read all about the agency’s
events (page 6) and see if they are
your cup of tea.
In Heart Truths (page 4), you will
learn that, like writing a CV, there is
an art to crafting the perfect online
dating profile. If you need even more
advice, Mass Appeal (page 12) puts
the spotlight on Jerks Won’t Give
You Flowers, a fun novel that teaches
you about the jerks you will meet
during the dating game. After all,
02

you must taste the bitter in order to
know the sweet, right?
After doing the homework, you
may want to put that knowledge into
action. Make friends! Go on dates!
If you need a place to go, check out
our recommendations in Jurong
(page 8) — and yes, Jurong is more
than just a collection of factories and
warehouses! If you need even more
ideas, It’s a Date (page 22) has a list
of events lined up just for you and
your special someone.
At the end of the day, it is all
about meeting new people and
having fun. Let the conversations
flow and see where they take you.
Who knows what the future holds?
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Readers’ Quiz
Read Duet, then go online to take this quiz,
and stand to win one of five CapitaVouchers
worth $20 each!

1

The protagonist in Jerks Won’t Give You
Flowers is Moderna de Pueblo. What does
Moderna de Pueblo mean?
A) Modern-day Casanova
B) Small-town hipster
C) Broken-hearted girl

2

Which decade is My Love, Sinema set in?
A) 1950s
B) 1960s
C) 1970s

3

What is the name of the world’s first mail odour
dating service?
A) Smell Me
B) Scent of Love
C) Smell Dating

4

What constellation will appear in Singapore’s
skies in August?
A) Sagittarius
B) Deneb
C) Scorpius

5

What is the famous Wanton Mee stall in
Jurong called?
A) Fei Fei Wanton Mee
B) Kok Kee Wanton Mee
C) Pontian Wanton Mee

A lesiurely lunch, companionable coffee or
delicious dinner can all add up to romance.
Even an afternoon of retail therapy could spark
a new relationship! Take part in our quiz and
stand to win vouchers that you can put towards
any one of these dream dates

How to participate in Duet’s quiz:
Head to www.duetsg.com/contest

Closing date: 1 Sept 2016

Submit your answers online

Check your e-mail to see if you won!

QUIZ RESULTS (APR-JUN 2016)
CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR LUCKY WINNERS
— YOU’VE EACH WON
A GOODIE BAG
WORTH S$80 FROM
NEWBY TEAS!

TONG JUN YONG
SXXXXXX3C

SHIRLEY KHNG LEE SHAN
SXXXXXX9I

LIU YIXIN
SXXXXXX5C

TONG WAN CHIN
SXXXXXX7Z

CHENG WENG HONG
SXXXXXX6B

SIM YANLING
SXXXXXX5C

HUANG QIWEI
SXXXXXX6J

MAUREEN SURYANI
SXXXXXX0H

DAPHNE LEE
SXXXXXX0E

TAY GEOK KWAI
SXXXXXX1C

Novus Media Solutions
Pte Ltd will contact all
winners via email.

*This quiz is open only to Duet readers who are in SDN’s database. To be part of SDN’s wide network, sign up at www.sdn.sg and enjoy access to
information, events, dating resources and other online functions. By taking part in this contest, you agree to allow your personal data to be used by
the sponsor, Newby S.E. Asia Pte Ltd, for marketing purposes. Other terms and conditions apply (visit duetsg.com/T&Cs for the full details).
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HEART TRUTHS

LIFE
LESSONS
FROM
THE
LONGEST
STUDY

FOR MORE THAN 70 YEARS, THE
Harvard Study of Adult Development by
Harvard Medical School has been tracking
the lives of 724 men and checking in annually
on their work, home lives and health, until
they reached their eighties. Their wives
were incorporated into the study just over a
decade ago and recently, their children, too,
which adds up to more than 2,000 secondgeneration study participants.
Even though the study is still ongoing, the
answer to our well-being is already apparent.
In a TED talk last year, study director
Professor Robert Waldinger summarised the
complexities of the project into this one life
lesson: “Good relationships keep us happier
and healthier. Period.”
This lesson comes from looking back at
the lives of the seniors studied and seeing
what factors predicted their happiness.

Take it from one of the longest and most
exhaustive studies ever conducted into
human development and happiness:
good relationships are key to a happy life
By Victoria Yang

Dating
According
to Data
An analysis of online dating
literature provides tips for
crafting the perfect online profile

04
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One main discovery was that the
quality of relationships and social
connections in their earlier years was
a more accurate predictive marker of
how happy and healthy they would
be in later life compared to their
cholesterol levels measured when
they were younger. Having warm and
close relationships with family, friends
and the people in the community
around them boded well for their
future health and happiness. In
particular, conflict-ridden marriages
with barely any affection between
the partners were seen as more
unhealthy than divorce.

As Professor Waldinger advises,
making the effort in relationships
can be as simple as enjoying a
new activity with your partner or
scheduling a walk or date night if you
have not connected in a long time.
While it may seem obvious
that harmonious and intimate
relationships are desirable, Waldinger
pointed out that humans tend to
forget (or ignore) how much it takes
to cultivate such relationships. “It’s
also lifelong. It never ends,” Professor
Waldinger reminded the TED
audience and presumably, everyone
who is in pursuit of happiness.

HAPPINESS

The Scent
of Love
The idea of love at first
sight is so over. These days,
it may be love at first smell

THE ADVENT OF ONLINE DATING
has produced piles of academic papers and
studies on this sociological phenomenon.
To come up with a data-proven approach to
finding love, researchers from Queen Mary
University of London collated nearly 4,000
studies and whittled down the literature to
86 relevant citations. According to their
paper published in the journal, EvidenceBased Medicine, the researchers synthesised
the collected findings to produce these
strategies for online dating success:

1

Men are attracted to profile names
that signal physical attractiveness,
such as “Cutie”, whereas women drift
towards intelligent-sounding screen
names such as “Cultured”.

2

Posting group photos is
acceptable, as long as the other
people pictured around you are
seen to be having a good time.

3

The ratio of written descriptions
on your user profile should
be 70:30, divided between
information about yourself and
who you would like to date. For
example, “genuine, attractive,
outgoing, professional female;
good sense of humour, into
keeping fit, socialising, music and
travel seeks like-minded, goodnatured guy to share quality times”
gets the best results, according to
the researchers.

THE WORLD’S “FIRST MAIL
odour dating service” has launched.
The new matchmaking agency,
called Smell Dating, says it matches
people based on how much
they like the smell of their
prospective partner.
Our bodies generate
pheromones — chemicals that
influence the behaviour and
reactions of members of the same
species. While no researcher has
found specific pheromones for
human romance, it has not stopped
dating companies and perfume
manufacturers from promising that
you can sniff out the partner who is
biologically meant for you.
So instead of flicking through
profile after profile online, all that
Smell Dating requires of you, is
to wear the T-shirt they send you
for three days and three nights,
continuously. Deodorant is not to
be used. The shirt is mailed back in
exchange for swatches of T-shirts
worn by prospective partners and
you give feedback on which aroma
(or odour) you favour. If there is
mutual appreciation of each other’s
pheromones, Smell Dating allows
an exchange of contacts.
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IMHO

Meeting the
Right One
Jerald Lim of One Plus One, a local agency that organises
events for singles, feels that there is no reason to be shy
when it comes to your dating life, when there are events
that are affordable, relaxed and tonnes of fun
By Tham Yong Xian

HAVE YOU FOUND THAT
your friends are all coupled up, leaving
you feeling like a third wheel? Or
maybe you find yourself swiping
furiously on a dating app, only to be
disappointed by the unrequited swipes
and superficial interactions?
Yes, the dating game is tough. In
a city like Singapore where life can
get hectic, it is not always easy to
find the time or opportunity to meet
and mingle with other singles. After
a long day at work, you are likely to
be just too tired to muster up a smile
at the office cocktail party, preferring
to snuggle up in bed with your cat,
watching Netflix all night.
But don’t worry – all is not lost!
Someone for Everyone
One Plus One, a dating agency

06
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ONE PLUS ONE SPECIALISES
IN REASONABLY PRICED
DATING EVENTS, CREATING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SINGLES
TO MINGLE IN A FUN AND
CASUAL SETTING

founded by 41-year-old Jerald
Lim, aims to provide singles with
opportunities to get together at
exciting events. “I have attended
numerous dating events organised
by the Social Development
Network (SDN) and I really do feel
that there are a lot of interesting
people to meet,” he said.
One Plus One organises weekly
events that take place mostly
on Friday evenings or over the
weekend, when his clients can take
time out of their schedules. While
indoor events include group dinner
dates and high tea, outdoor events
include cycling and overnight trips
to nearby islands or even further
afield into Malaysia.
Lim keeps his costs and prices
low, boasting that One Plus One
is one of the more affordable
dating agencies around. “That’s
the philosophy of One Plus One,”
he said. “I believe in keeping the
prices low and reasonable so that
the events will be affordable for
the masses. There shouldn’t ever
be a case where someone wishes
to attend but is turned away by
the price.” The agency’s events
range from $10 dinners at popular
restaurants to $55 overnight trips to
Johor or Malacca in Malaysia.
A (Shy) Society
Since the agency was set up in
2010, the clientele of One Plus
One has grown steadily, racking up
more than 30,000 total attendees
to date. Despite that success, Lim
is aware that the percentage of
Singaporeans who are open to
the idea of attending such events
is relatively low. “Our culture is
conservative and Singaporeans

are quite shy, so there is still some
stigma when it comes to blind dates
and dating events,” he said.
Lim believes that as long as he
ensures his events are fun and well
planned, his clients will see that
they are neither that daunting nor
awkward. He relies largely on word
of mouth to grow his clientele,
ensuring they leave the events
happy, with only positive things to
say about One Plus One.
Impressions and Expectations
At the start of every event, Lim
also reminds the attendees that
managing expectations is a huge
component in dating success.
He feels that in both dating and
relationships, having expectations
that are too idealistic and unrealistic
will only lead to disappointment.
“As we grow older, we should learn
to be a little more realistic,” he
explains. “You can’t expect someone
to be the perfect fit immediately.
It takes a lot of time for two people
to learn about each other and
grow together.”
Although he stresses the
importance of not being too
quick to shut the door, Lim’s most
important piece of advice is that
first impressions are crucial in
dating. “When you come to an
event, dressing for the occasion is
important. If you wear something
too formal to a casual gathering,
you will look out of place and
feel uncomfortable and your
confidence will be affected,” he
said. “It is also best to prepare some
general talking points and topics
beforehand to avoid any awkward
silences or mindless rally
of questions and answers.”

FIND OUT
MORE
about us and
sign up for our
events, visit
our website at
oneplusone.
com.sg
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I N YO U R ‘ H O O D

JURONG

You don’t actually need a passport
to go to Jurong — even though many
believe it is practically in Malaysia.
What you do need is a thirst for
adventure to get the most out of
this vibrant neighbourhood
By Chin Wei Lien

IT IS THE WEEKEND AND YOU HAVE JUST
been invited to a friend’s house party. However, the
fact that he stays in Jurong West — West! — may give
you an unwarranted pause. After all, for the longest
time, Jurong has had the reputation of being “part of
Johor Bahru” and, among those living in the east, it is
common to hear jokes about how you need a passport
just to visit Jurong Point.
However, in this issue’s In the ’Hood, we want to
dispel the notion that Jurong is an industrial area of
factories, warehouses and power plants (that is Tuas
you are thinking of). If you take the time to venture out
and explore further, Jurong may just surprise you and
your partner this weekend.
Late-night Haunts
Westies, or those who live in the west, are a passionate
bunch. They are nearly always engaged in a covert
battle with those living in the east — and for very good
reason. Hardcore Westies will tell you that the west,
especially Jurong, offers some of the best late-night
food haunts in Singapore. In Jurong alone, there are
the famous eating outposts Joo Siah Bak Kut Teh at
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A. Chinese Garden:
Serenity is a stone’s
throw away from the
nearest MRT station
B. Jurong Bird Park:
Visit our feathered
friends before they
move out from their
current premises
completely
C. Boon Lay Power
Nasi Lemak: This is
not an ordinary plate of
nasi lemak. You have to
eat it to believe it

block 347 Jurong East Ave 1, Kok Kee
Wanton Mee at Jurong West Food
Centre and Boon Lay Power Nasi
Lemak at Boon Lay Food Village
(yes, this nasi lemak is quite
powerful indeed).
Shopping Paradise
Just because you live in the west does
not mean that you are far away from
the shopping action. In fact, those living
in Jurong will argue that they have
even better shopping options than the
Central Business District has to offer.
Case in point: IMM, Singapore’s largest
outlet mall. Yes, this behemoth of a
building next to Jurong East MRT is
more than just a furniture mall. These
days, it doubles up as an outlet mall of
famous fashion brands, from Coach
and agnès b. to Polo Ralph Lauren
and Nine West. For even better loot,
JCube’s J.Avenue boasts a diverse

selection of chic and affordable
merchandise aimed squarely at
younger shoppers. A good place to
look for last-minute gifts, perhaps?
The Jurong Legacy
A big reason why Jurongites share an
intense love for their hometown is due
to its history. For example, Bukit Timah
Railway Station, which we featured
in the last issue of Duet, is actually
connected to a more secluded Jurong
Line that runs through secret tunnels.
The tower atop Jurong Hill, too, offers
an aerial glimpse of Jurong Town.
Perhaps the best place to witness
the community’s passion, however,
is OUR Museum @ Taman Jurong,
Singapore’s first community museum.
Here, residents of Jurong are more
than happy to share and celebrate the
artworks co-created by schools and
volunteers from the neighbourhood.
J U L–SE P 2 01 6 / DUET
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A WALK
FOR
TWO

From a quaint café into the depths
of space, Jurong is truly a journey
to the west and beyond

AMPED
TRAMPOLINE PARK

Photo Credit: Amped Singapore
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Sometimes, the best dates are the ones
that make us feel like kids. At AMPED
Trampoline Park, you and your date get to
bounce around on 464 square metres of
trampolines, then jump into giant foam pits!
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Address: 200 Jurong East Avenue 1, Yo:Ha,
Level 2 (Sports Hall)
Website: www.ampedsingapore.com

d

Photo Credit: The Rink at JCube
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SCIENCE
CENTRE
OBSERVATORY

3

JURONG COUNTRY CLUB

ICE-SKATING AT JCUBE
AYE

If your partner has never worn a pair of ice
skates, ice-skating is the perfect activity since
it involves a lot of handholding. Don’t worry
if you are not very good. There are skating
aids to help you out — or you can just ride
bumper cars on ice!
Address: 2 Jurong East Central 1, JCube, Level 3
Website: www.therink.sg
10
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3
SCIENCE CENTRE
OBSERVATORY

Admiring constellations in an open field
is not a comfortable experience, considering
the pesky nighttime insects. Thankfully,
Jurong has a planetarium that offers free
stargazing sessions for a romantic night out.
Address: 21 Jurong Town Hall Road
Website: www.science.edu.sg/events/pages/
stargazing.aspx
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Photo Credit: Victoria Liang
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JURONG
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HOMERUN BASEBALL

THE USUAL PLACE

Baseball may not be the most popular
sport in Singapore, but there is a reason why
people are crazy for it! Try your hand pitching
or batting at this indoor batting cage — which
is Singapore’s first. All the equipment is
provided, so just turn up with covered shoes
and a whole lot of enthusiasm.

As the name suggests, this café is the
go-to brunch spot for the locals. The food
is standard fare, but the standout has to be
the salted egg prawn pasta! You can also
wander off to nearby Jurong Lake and the
Chinese Garden after brunch, which is only
a five-minute walk away.

Address: 200 Pandan Garden, #01-01/02/03/04
Website: www.hrb.com.sg

Address: 346 Jurong East Street 31, #01-73
Website: facebook.com/theusualplacesg

KNOW YOUR STARS

1
4

HOMERUN
BASE

JULY
Look out for
Scorpius, a curved
chain of stars
that represents
the scorpion’s tail
and sting. This
constellation
features Antares,
the sixth brightest
star in the night sky.

2

AUGUST
August is the time
when Sagittarius
peeps into the night
sky with his bow and
arrow. Along with
Scorpius, Sagittarius
happens to be at the
centre of our galaxy,
the Milky Way.

3

SEPTEMBER
Deneb, Altair and
Vega are three bright,
stars that form the
Summer Triangle.
In Chinese folklore,
Vega and Altair are a
pair of star-crossed
lovers (pun intended)
separated by Heaven
and Earth.
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MASS APPEAL

COMICS

By Tham Yong Xian

Jerks Won’t Give
You Flowers
by Moderna de Pueblo

DATING CAN GIVE YOU
butterflies in your stomach and have
you smiling for no reason, but it can
also be painful and heart wrenching —
or at least that was the case for author
Moderna de Pueblo.
In her graphic novel, Jerks Won’t
Give You Flowers, she documents the
ups and downs of a young woman’s
arrival in a big city from her small
hometown in search of true love.
What It’s About
Moderna de Pueblo is the pseudonym
of illustrator and writer Raquel
Córcoles. Her story follows the
move of a twenty-something “smalltown hipster from a backwater to a
metropolis”, and details all her trials
and tribulations.
Being too cool for her small
hometown but also too provincial for
the city, Moderna de Pueblo soon
realises that the big city life is much

9 TYPES
OF JERKS,
ACCORDING TO
MODERNA DE
PUEBLO

1.
2.

3.
4.

12

more trying than she had expected.
Along her journey, not only does she
have difficulty finding an internship, she
also meets a whole host of jerks — from
the ones who are way too pretentious
for their own good to those who are
simply out to break hearts.
As she navigates her way through
life in the city, we see how her
experiences with each of her wouldbe loves shapes who she becomes.
The naïve, hopeful and wide-eyed
girl becomes a more bitter and jaded
version of herself as increased cynicism
takes over.
The graphic novel is wry and
subtly humorous, resonating with any
eternally hopeful yet jaded young adult
trying to find love and happiness in
today’s world.
Image courtesy of Epigram Books

THE CLASSIC JERK: the liar,
cheat and traitor all in one
THE ONE-NIGHT-ONLY
JERK: he sweeps you off your
feet, then disappears into
thin air
THE JERK-JERK: the guy who
is way too honest… about his
many other girlfriends
THE CULTURED “COOLTURED” JERK: he thinks

5.

6.

Get it: Jerks Won’t Give You Flowers is
available at all good bookstores and online at
epigrambooks.sg/

everyone is pretentious and
tries too hard, but really he’s
talking about himself
THE PATRONISING JERK: the
guy with an inflated ego who
thinks you were lucky to even
have a conversation with him
THE ONLINE JERK: he
bombards you with personal
questions after you accept him
as a friend on Facebook

7.

8.

9.

THE IDEAL JERK: he dresses
like a rockstar, lives like a
rockstar and never expects
to be rejected
THE SHORT-TERM JERK: the
pained soul who leaves you
because he is “too messed up
for relationships”
THE SOCIALLY AWKWARD
JERK: the guy who seems to be
thrown off by your advances
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WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE
PIECE OF RELATIONSHIP ADVICE
YOU HAVE RECEIVED?

“People change. Your girlfriend will
change. Your wife will change. The trick
is to change along with them.”
— DANIEL SIM, 28

“People are always on their best behaviour
during the first date. Give the relationship
time before you make a hasty
judgment call.”
— ANGELA TAY, 32

BLOGS

4 Best Blogs

for Dating and
Relationship Advice
RELATIONSHIPS CAN BE
hard work, but don’t let that discourage
you from finding “the one” or working
on your relationship. Whether you are
new to the dating scene or are seeking
to understand your partner better, these
five blogs have everything you need,
from getting over a bad break-up to
how to tell if he or she is really into you.

3
SAM OWEN
Sam Owen is a relationship coach,
psychologist, author and TV and
radio relationship expert. Based in
Cheshire, UK, he offers insights, both
scientific and anecdotal, into many
topics such as dating, relationships
and marriage. He even helps to tackle
deeper problems like self-worth and
confidence — qualities that are crucial
in any successful relationship.

1
THE URBAN DATER
Started by web developer Alex Vasquez,
this site has grown from being a single
author blog to one that features over
300 contributors. The blog covers a
variety of topics as diverse as online
dating to choosing the right birthday
present for your partner.

“You know you are truly in love when your
partner’s needs matter more than your
own, and when you are willing to go the
extra mile to make them happy.”
— TEO WEN XIAN, 26

URL: relationshipscoach.co.uk/blog

4

URL: theurbandater.com

“ There is no secret elixir to help prolong
relationships, but a lot of it comes down
to understanding, compromise, empathy,
and sacrifice.”
— AMBROSE TAN, 30

“A lover is great and all, but you really
want to find a best friend, or someone
you can be silly with.”
— BIANCA PAN, 27

2
NEW DIRECTION DATING
Run and managed by Robyn Wahlgast,
a happily married mother of three and
Rules Certified Dating and Relationship
Coach for Women, Robyn has been
giving dating and relationship advice to
single women for over a decade.
URL: newdirectiondating.com

BAGGAGE RECLAIM
This blog features one woman’s take
on dating, relationships and her
quirky, recurring terms such as “Mr
Unavailable” and “Fallback Girl”.
Natalie Lue’s articles are useful guides
to learning to live and love with selfesteem, breaking toxic patterns that
hinder self-love, development and,
as a result, successful relationships.
Whether it’s dealing with a bad breakup,
learning to stand your ground or
understanding yourself better, you will
learn something from these personal
and relatable blog posts.
URL: baggagereclaim.co.uk
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Amy &
Nolan Khoo
Despite going on a first date arranged by an agency,
married couple Amy and Nolan say that it was
serendipity that brought them together

By Sarah Liu

SHE ARRIVED AT THE
popular coffee chain Ya Kun Kaya
Toast in Bugis Junction, earlier than the
arranged time for a date. With a cup
of barley in hand, Amy was certain that
she saw a familiar face while searching
for a seat to kill time before the highly
anticipated moment of meeting Nolan.
“I thought: eh, isn’t that guy seated
opposite the one in the eSynchrony
photo? But I wasn’t bold enough to
approach him. I was paiseh (Hokkien
for ‘shy’ or ‘embarrassed’) and he also
looked a bit paiseh,” Amy shares.
“I saw him leave for the restaurant,
and shortly followed his lead. Sure
enough at the dining table, it was the
same guy I had seen earlier,” Amy adds
with a laugh.
Strokes of Serendipity
Amy’s first impression of her then-date
is that he was the “quiet and studious
type”, but she says that chancing upon
each other at the coffee chain helped
them to strike up a conversation. And
before long, they were hitting it off.
14

When it was time to head home,
they took the MRT together. But both
were surprised when they got off at
the same stop. “We lived only around
one kilometre apart, and in my heart
I was like, OMG we never saw each
other all this time?” she recounts.
eSynchrony Experience
For Amy, Nolan was the fourth guy
she had met through the SDNTrust
accredited dating agency. And
before Nolan met his wife through
eSynchrony, he shares that he had
bought a ‘10-date package’ from
the agency’s sister company Lunch
Actually, and had gone on three to
four dates.
According to them, the process
of getting to know someone through
eSynchrony is uncomplicated. In their
experience, new members are required
to fill in an online questionnaire, and
the answers determine your ‘opinion
match score’ in a list, which in Amy’s
case, was of around 10 people. “Nolan
and I matched with 96 percent, the

highest in my list,” says Amy, grinning.
While she is noticeably more outgoing
and loquacious than Nolan, Amy admits
that she waited for him to ‘click’ to date
her. “After clicking, it takes two to three
weeks for eSynchrony to arrange a
date,” Amy explains.
Man and Wife
On one of their many dates, Amy
fondly remembers being pleasantly
surprised on a car ride on the way to
the seaside. “He stopped at a traffic
junction, grabbed a bouquet of roses
from the backseat, and said, “Can you
be my girlfriend?””
Amy didn’t provide an immediate
response because she was in a “state of
shock”. She did not expect the usually
reserved Nolan to make such a direct
proposition. I told him to let me think for
a while,” Amy muses. Only when they
alighted from the car did she provide
the nervous Nolan with an answer —
one that she’s not regretted since.
Just over a year later on 10 October
2014, Amy and Nolan registered as
man and wife. While there have been
relationship hiccups along the way, the
couple shared that there has never been
anything serious, nor any conflict that a
discussion cannot iron out. “Even when
we quarrel, we will always share our
views, analyse the situation, and then
mutually agree on a decision. Respect is
very important lah,” says Nolan. “We’re
one couple now; not two people.”

CALLING
COMMITTED
COUPLES!

If you found your soul mate through
SDNTrust -accredited agencies, or know of
anyone who did, email us at msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg (Subject: SDN Success Story). You
could win $150 worth of shopping vouchers
if your story is featured.
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TOSH

ZHANG

Actor Tosh Zhang talks about his leading
role in upcoming film My Love, Sinema
and his thoughts on relationships and
workplace romance
By Sarah Liu

In three words, describe yourself.
Passionate. Misunderstood. Not sure how else
I would describe myself, you tell me!
Tell me about your work on your new film
My Love, Sinema.
I fell in love with the story and characters when
I first read the synopsis. It differs greatly from
the usual cool and charismatic characters
I’ve played before and I really wanted the
role. I auditioned twice before landing the
role of Kheong. My Love, Sinema is set in
the unfamiliar 1950s and I needed to better
understand people’s attitudes and way of life.
Being ang mor pai (or westernised), I worked
doubly hard on my Mandarin, realising that
what’s difficult wasn’t to speak, but to actually
sound convincing — I still couldn’t adopt the
mentality of a Singaporean city boy. Every day
on set was a constant move away from my
comfort zone and a great learning experience.
What’s your take on workplace romance?
Honestly, I would not recommend it because
it could potentially affect working relationships
especially if the romance turns sour. But love
is love and if it happens, it happens. There’s
nothing anyone can do to stop genuine
feelings or attraction.
What were your first impressions
of co-star Cheryl Wee and how is
the chemistry?
My first impression of Cheryl is that she’s
really professional and classy. When I got to
know her better, I found that she’s easygoing
and fun to be around! We both love to eat,
so that’s where we hit it off the most (LOL). It
was awkward initially when we were rehearsing,
as we never met prior to My Love, Sinema. But
once we developed chemistry and a rhythm,
we lost ourselves in our characters Kheong

and Wei every time our director shouted,
“Action!” That’s the best part about acting:
in a moment, everything else just fades away.
Do you believe in true love? What is
a romantic ideal for you?
Yes I believe in true love. If not for love,
humanity would not exist because it’s
what keeps us going through all the hate
and negativity. My ideal girl should be
comfortable in her own skin, humorous,
motivated and easy-going. Am I asking too
much? [Laughs] Aiyah, can lah hor? (Singlish
for “It shouldn’t be a problem, right?”)

FOLLOW TOSH
instagram.com/toshrock
facebook/com/toshzhang
youtube.com/user/Tosh13

Catch Tosh in My Love, Sinema, which will be out
in cinemas in the third quarter of 2016. Check for
updates at facebook.com/MyLoveSinema
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THE MAKEOVER

TOURISTS
FOR A DAY
IT HAS BEEN SIX MONTHS SINCE YOUR
year-end holiday, and it is about time to give in to
the travel bug once again. But with a pile of work in
front you, it can be exhausting to even think about
planning a trip somewhere. If you are reading this
and thinking “tell me about it”, look no further than
our sunny island. Why not be a tourist for a day
right here in Singapore? It will make for a unique
date, but remember with the heat and humidity —
dressing right is key.
Cool it Down: In Singapore’s tropical climate,
denim shorts or knee-length bermudas or
lightweight trousers are essential. Pair these with a
printed tank top for girls and a light cotton T-shirt
for guys to ensure you stay cool while you embark
on your touristy expedition of the island. And it
never hurts to be armed with a cute hat or a stylish
pair of shades (see Outfit #1).
Free and Easy: Comfort is key especially if you
plan to be on foot for the bulk of your “tour”.
Wearing your most comfortable pair of sandals or
loafers can make a world of a difference, and loose
yet flattering clothing such as a pair of airy wrap
pants will put you in a great mood (see Outfit #2).
Colour it Up: Being a tourist for a day with
your date? Scour your wardrobe for bright pops
of colour and alluring prints that reflect your
personality. But try not to go overboard with
anything too loud —sometimes less can be more!
(see Outfit #3)
16
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OUTFIT #1

On Eddie: T-shirt from H&M; jean bermudas from
Pull and Bear; shoes from Pedro

On Mandy: Tank top from H&M; yellow pants are

stylist’s own; hat from Rip Curl; jewellery stylist’s own;
sandals from Pedro

Written by Tham Yong Xian
Art Direction by Cherlin Chan
Styling, Makeup/Hair, Photography
by APixels Photography Pte Ltd
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OUTFIT #2

On Eddie: Printed shirt from H&M; black joggers from
Pull and Bear; shoes from Pedro

On Mandy: Sleeveless tank top from H&M; shorts are
talent’s own; sandals from Pedro

Eddie Lin, 30,
Research Engineer
I enjoy playing basketball,
although these days I’m a bit too
busy to play often. I don’t really go
out much; I love to stay home and
binge-watch Youtube videos!

Mandy Ng, 28,
Personal Assistant
I’m a big fan of Japanese
comics, and I love bumming
around watching movies and
TV dramas. I also enjoy caféhopping with my friends at
weekends, and I’ve discovered
aqua aerobics too, which I do
once a week.

Qualities in a Partner:
Chemistry is of utmost
importance to me. We should
always have something to talk
about, and ideally we should not
feel tense or stressed around each
other. Oh, and it would be great if
she got my very lame jokes!

Qualities in a Partner:
Honesty. It is also important to
me that my partner and I like to
do things together. I love board
games, so I guess I would want
someone who doesn’t mind
playing them with me!

A Word for Other Singles:
Just have fun, enjoy your life and
someone will come along.

A Word for Other Singles:
Don’t be afraid to put
yourself out there.

18
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OUTFIT #3

Shirt from H&M

Black top from
Pull and Bear

Bermudas
by Matter

Bracelet
is talent’s own

Red pants
from Matter

Sandals
from Pedro

Shoes by Pedro

BEFORE THE MAKEOVER...
J U L–SE P 2 01 6 / DUET
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The Dinner Date
Proudly sponsored by Dallas Restaurant & Bar

The Verdict

How was the Makeover experience?
E: It was fun! It was a hot day and quite
tiring, but it was a great, new experience.
The clothes were cool, but a little colourful.
M: It was an interesting experience. It was
fun posing for the camera and going out of
my comfort zone but I definitely enjoyed it.

IN CELEBRATION OF ITS
10th anniversary as a popular
hangout for Singaporeans and
tourists alike, Dallas has launched
a brand new restaurant at the
stunning Suntec City Sky Garden.
Housed in a glass cube atop the
Suntec City Mall, the elegant
restaurant is furnished with
leather-upholstered chairs, polished
hardwood floors and a ceiling-tofloor bottle display. It even boasts
a 70-seater al fresco dining area
with a dazzling water feature. The
restaurant’s updated menu now

features several new items such
as the prime rib steak and the
showstopping Dallas meat platter,
a top attraction for meat lovers
from all over the island for a taste
of its modern spin on hearty,
traditional dishes.
Diners can also enjoy classic
cocktails or choose from a range
of 40 wines from Australia and
New Zealand while basking in a
360-degree view of Singapore’s
Central Business District, making it
the perfect place for an after-hours
wind down or a romantic date.

Was there any chemistry between you?
E: Yes, we did get along well. We had a lot
to talk about, even though I got a platonic
vibe from her, I really enjoyed myself.
M: We were able to talk about a lot over
dinner. He is a really interesting, intelligent
guy! I wouldn’t mind seeing him again.
Was the the restaurant date-friendly?
E: Definitely! The food was delicious too. I
would go back for dinner.
M: The food was good, but the portions
were huge! The ambience is nice, with the
city skyline and mood lighting, it was rather
romantic.
In three words, describe your date.
E: Easygoing, expressive, motivated.
M: Intelligent, cute, gentle.
Will you go out with your date again?
E: I would!
M: Yes!
Date Rate:
M:
E:

Address: 3 Temasek Boulevard, #03-302/303, Suntec City Sky Garden,
Singapore 038983
Reservation Hotline: 6333 4068
Website: dallas.com.sg
Facebook: facebook.com/dallas.sg/
20

UP
SIGN !
NOW

If you are single and interested in Duet’s
unique makeover and dating experience,
email a recent photograph of yourself and
your contact details to msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg with the subject “Duet Makeover”.
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ASK THE EXPERT

A SUBSIDIARY
OF PAKTOR,
GAIGAI OFFERS
MODERN
MATCHING
SERVICES
THROUGH
REASONABLY
PRICED
EVENTS AND
PERSONALISED
ONE-TO-ONE
SERVICES.

Firm
Friends
Is trouble brewing in paradise?
Write in to Duet and our
SDNTrust-accredited experts
will offer their advice. In
this issue, read about the
difficulties of long-distance
relationships and about
sharing a pet
Advice by GaiGai

Q1: I have a male best friend who I am
very close to. We are very comfortable
with each other and we get along very
well. Many of my friends tell me we
should be together, but neither of us
has really felt that way about each other.
However, recently I have been thinking
about settling down and have been
entertaining the thought that maybe
relationships are not supposed to be
all about passion, but more of a stable
companionship? Should I broach the
subject with him?
A1: Just as in other relationships, both
of you need to have strong chemistry in
order to move on from friends to romantic
partners. Successful relationships are built
on a foundation of mutual trust, honesty
and respect, which might already be
present during your years of friendship. If
you do not want to keep asking yourself
“what if?” for the rest of your life, then
go on and do yourself a favour by having
a talk with him about how you feel and
the relationship that you are looking to
explore — to find out if he feels the same
for you too. Maturity and openness in
communication should be the baseline
to exploring a relationship on a deeper
level. Most importantly, you should be
confident that your friendship is strong
enough to survive whatever comes with it.

Q2: I am in a long-distance
relationship and texting throughout
the day is an important part of
our relationship. But my boyfriend
developed repetitive strain injury
and is unable to text much due
to his condition. We have been
communicating less in the last three
months and the difference in our
relationship dynamic is apparent. We
do use Skype and other relationship
apps, but texting seems to be the best.
How can we keep our conversations
and love alive?
Q3: My girlfriend’s new dog hates me,
but she loves it and insists that I just
need to work harder to get the dog to
trust me. I have tried but to no avail.
We are intending to get married and I
don’t want her to give up on her dog
but how can we have a happy life with
this dog growling at me in our new
family home?

Log on to: www.duetsg.com for answers to Q2
and Q3!
Worried about your relationship? Confused
by mixed signals? Not sure how to woo your
dream guy or girl? Email your questions to
msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg
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I T ’ S A DAT E

July 2016
2 July, Saturday

ROYAL TEA FOR
SINGLES ≥ 34

Singles over 34 years old get a unique opportunity to indulge in
the rich cultural heritage of the Habsburg Empire at this new
and upcoming restaurant.

3 July, Sunday

Location: City Hall
Time: 12–3pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 1 July
Group Size: 30
Price: $42

8 July, Friday

FUN WITH BOARD GAMES
Love board games? Come along
and engage in some mentally
stimulating fun while meeting
other like-minded individuals.
Location: TBC
Time: 2–6pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 2 July
Group Size: 20
Price: $45

SEGMENTED EVENT:
URBAN DATING
DINNER (FOR 30
YEARS AND ABOVE)

Tuck into a delightful Western set
dinner in the heart of Singapore and
connect with like-minded foodies
enjoying the amazing ambience.

9 July, Saturday

Location: City Hall
Time: 7–9:30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 7 July
Group Size: 24
Price: $49

10 July, Sunday

FUN WITH BOWLING

THE
HEALTHY
KITCHEN

22

If you have been looking to subscribe to a
healthier lifestyle, now’s your chance. This
workshop will teach you all you need to know
about eating and cooking healthily.

Location: Actfa School of Dance
Time: 1–3pm
Host: A Dance Date
Closing Date: 6 July
Group Size: 30
Price: $30

Engage in some friendly games of
bowling while you mingle with other
singles.
Location: Kallang
Time: 2–4pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 9 July
Group Size: 20
Price: $45
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July
August
M: Member

September

NM: Non-member

14 July, Thursday

16 July, Saturday

DINING ROULETTE
EXPRESS
Typical dinner dates are so passé. At
this fun event you will get to meet an
eligible dining partner at each course!

MIX AND
MINGLE
LUNCH
PARTY

Location: Suntec City
Time: 7:30–9:30pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 13 July
Group Size: 24
Price: $62

Enjoy a sumptuous lunch spread and connect with
other singles. This event will be casual, interactive
and loads of fun!

Location: RSH Building
Time: 11am–2pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 13 July
Group Size: 20
Price: $45 (M) / $55 (NM)

Photo Credit: Openforboarding.com

16 July, Saturday

DAY TOUR TO
MOUNT OPHIR
WATERFALLS &
JOHOR BAHRU

This trip across the causeway will take you to the beautiful
Mount Ophir Waterfalls, with the option of a massage to
end the travelling day.

17 July, Sunday

GELATO COCKTAILMAKING WORKSHOP
If you love both ice cream and drinks,
here’s your chance to learn how to create
your very own gourmet gelato cocktails.

Location: Johor, Malaysia
Time: 7.30am–9.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 12 July
Group Size: 30
Price: $48

23 July, Saturday

Location: Lavender
Time: 1–4pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 14 July
Group Size: 16
Price: $58 (M) / $68 (NM)

FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
BASICS: USING YOUR
SMARTPHONE
Take up this introduction to food
photography course and learn some tips
and tricks on how to take the most droolworthy photos for your Instagram feed.

Location: TBC
Time: 3–5.30pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 20 July
Group Size: 24
Price: $69
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August 2016
6 August, Saturday

7 August, Sunday

FUN WITH LASER TAG

ARCHERY
TAG RUSH

Join in the fun with an adrenalinepumping game of laser tag while
making some new friends.
Archery Tag is a new and exciting sport which
combines the skills and intensity of dodgeball,
paintball and archery. This 90-minute
adrenaline-pumping session may just lead
to Cupid striking the target.

Location: East Coast Parkland
Time: 2.30pm–5pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 3 August
Group Size: 30
Price: $59

Location: TBC
Time: 2–5pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 6 August
Group Size: 20
Price: $65

7 August, Sunday

DAY TRIP FOR A
DURIAN FEAST IN
JOHOR BAHRU

11 August, Thursday

Are you a durian fanatic? Then this day trip is for you! Enjoy a
free-flow of durian, and a visit to a bee farm as well as finding
out how bird’s nest is made ready to eat.

Location: Johor, Malaysia
Time: 8am–9.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 3 August
Group Size: 30
Price: $50

13 August, Saturday

DINNER @ WEST
If you live in the west, this is a great
chance to meet other singles who
live in the area.
Location: Buona Vista
Time: 7–9:30pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 10 August
Group Size: 20
Price: $15

24

POPULAR!
MIX AND
MINGLE
PARTY @
FULLERTON
BAY HOTEL

Hang out at one of the most beautiful
hotels in Singapore. Set against the Marina
Bay skyline, the evening will be nothing
short of stunning.

Location: Fullerton Bay Hotel
Time: 7.30–10pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 12 August
Group Size: 24
Price: $39
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July
August
M: Member

September

NM: Non-member

14 August, Sunday

FUN WITH
CYCLING

18 August, Thursday

Spend a fun Sunday on a cycling excursion and meet
other bike enthusiasts.

Location: TBC
Time: 2–5pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 13 August
Group Size: 20
Price: $55

20 August, Saturday

20 August, Saturday

PADDLE TO SINGAPORE
FLYER: A KAYAKING
ADVENTURE

DATING WORKSHOP
FOR LADIES
This workshop will answer the top 10
dating questions every woman
wants to ask.
Location: Restaurant @ The Central
Time: 7–10:30pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 17 August
Group Size: 20
Price: $68

SILENT SPEED DATING
Meet new friends and singles
via the written word. This event
involves penning messages to the
people you want to befriend —
how refreshing!

Location: TBC
Time: 3–6pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 12 August
Group Size: 30
Price: $50

Pair up with a new-found friend
and kayak in the beautiful Marina
Reservoir, engaging in exciting
kayaking games.
Location: Kallang Water Sports Centre
Time: 10am–1.30pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 17 August
Group Size: 30
Price: $69

26 August, Friday

T.G.I.F SINGLES PARTY

Spend your Friday night mingling with other singles 71 floors
above the city at New Asia — one of the 50 Best Bars in
the World.

Location: City Hall
Time: 7–10pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 23 August
Group Size: 40
Price: $48 (M) / $58 (NM)
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September 2016
3 September, Saturday

3 September, Saturday

ESPRESSO WORKSHOP
Enter the world of espresso-making
and latte art. This workshop will
teach you how to become everyone’s
favourite barista.
Location: Penny University, East Coast
Road
Time: TBC
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 31 July
Group Size: 30
Price: $79

9 September, Friday

MEGA EVENT:
UNCONVENTIONAL
SPEED DATING

This time, CompleteMe is moving away
from conventional speed dating and
doing something different and secret.
Sign up to find out!

Location: Orchard
Time: 2–6pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 2 September
Group Size: 120
Price: $60

10 September, Saturday

ICE-BREAKER
DATING PARTY
No-one gets the cold shoulder at
this ice-breaker dating party where
participants get the chance to meet
everyone who attends.
Location: The Central, Clarke Quay
Time: 7–11pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 8 September
Group Size: 64
Price: $68

EVENING
SIGHTSEEING
AND
LANTERN
DELIGHT

Celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival together
with other singles by exploring the quieter side
of Singapore on a lantern-lit night walk.

Location: Marsiling MRT
Time: 3:30–9:30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 7 September
Group Size: 30
Price: $20

11 September, Sunday

ICE CREAM-MAKING
WORKSHOP

26

Do you have a sweet tooth? Do you love ice cream? Then why
not learn how to make your own?

Location: TBC
Time: 11am–1pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 10 September
Group Size: 20
Price: $75
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July
August
M: Member

September

NM: Non-member

11 September, Sunday

NEW OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE SERIES:
THE UNFORGETTABLE
CHOO CHOO
TWILIGHT TREK
17 September, Saturday

Embark on a twilight trek to rediscover the long lost
Bukit Timah Railway Line. You will be ensured of an
evening of fun, excitement and tranquillity.

Location: King Albert Park MRT
Time: 4–7.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 10 September
Group Size: 24
Price: $39

18 September, Sunday

18 September, Sunday

BACKPACKING IN
SINGAPORE
CYCLE OUTING
Enjoy a leisurely afternoon cycling
around the East Coast with other
like-minded singles.

ENJOY NATURE
THROUGH HIKING

Location: East Coast
Time: 4–7 pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 14 September
Group Size: 20
Price: $40 (M) / $50 (NM)

Perfect for lovers of the great
outdoors, this event will allow you
to engage with Singapore’s flora
and fauna as well as other natureloving singles.

Location: TBC
Time: 10am–12pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 17 September
Group Size: 20
Price: $35

There is no better way to experience
Singapore than from a tourist’s
perspective. Tick off a task list with
your partner, exploring and eating
your way around the island.
Location: Bugis
Time: 10:30am–4pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 15 September
Group Size: 16
Price: $48 (M) / $58 (NM)

25 September, Sunday

LYRICAL JAZZ
(DANCE)

Pick up the art of jazz dancing with new friends and dance
enthusiasts at this unique class. It is a great workout and a
great opportunity to socialise!

Location: Actfa School of Dance
Time: 10:15–11:15am, 10 weeks
Host: A Dance Date
Closing Date: 22 September
Group Size: 40
Price: $65
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ACCREDITED AGENCIES

The SDNTrust accreditation framework for the dating industry was introduced to
ensure high standards of professionalism and excellence for singles. The private
dating agencies on this page have all been awarded this trustmark.
ONLINE DATING SERVICE

ONE-TO-ONE MATCHING SERVICE

A DANCE DATE
A Dance Date aims to bring together
people who feel the spirit of dance — from
their fingertips to their toes — and who
wish to share it.
www.adancedate.com
8157 7733
CHAMPAGNE SG
Champagne SG offers a full suite of dating
services, from events to personalised
matching services, guaranteeing an
exclusive experience.
www.champagnesg.com
6838 0298

COMPLETEME
CompleteMe organises indoor and outdoor
events, specialising in one-to-one speed
dating, which increases the chances of you
finding a mutual match.
www.completeme.com.sg
8125 2321
DATING MOMENTS
Dating Moments specialises in one-toone matching services, creating unique
opportunities for singles to meet through
activities both exhilarating and relaxing.
www.datingmoments.com
6748 2833
eSYNCHRONY
eSynchrony offers online and offline
dating based on 16 areas of compatibility.
A dating consultant will arrange real dates
with people you’re matched with online.
www.eSynchrony.com

GAIGAI
Casual settings, quality dates, and reasonable
prices — this is GaiGai’s philosophy to make
effective offline dating affordable for singles.
www.letsgaigai.com
6222 9670
28

DATING EVENTS

LOVE EXPRESS
Those looking for fun lifestyle events need
look no further than Love Express.

www.loveexpress.com.sg
6823 1232
LUNCH ACTUALLY
Lunch Actually is Asia’s first and largest
lunch dating agency. Its app, LunchClick,
helps singles go from online interaction to
offline meet-up seamlessly.
www.lunchactually.com
www.lunchclick.co
6532 0010
ONE PLUS ONE
One Plus One equals you and me, so join an
expanding group of singles who are looking
for affordable and exciting events.
www.oneplusone.com.sg
9017 0885
SINGLES MINGLE
What’s the secret to finding true love?
Mingling, of course! So do just that with
Singles Mingle, which provides a list of
holistic events.
admin@singlesmingle.sg
6726 9856
SOCIETY W
Society W provides bespoke and discreet
matchmaking services. Blindfold is its app,
which allows users to meet singles while
protecting their privacy.
www.societyw.com
www.blindfold.sg
6222 8717
VIVAONE
VivaOne offers a variety of events for busy
professionals to network and hopefully
meet that special someone.
www.vivaone.com.sg
8223 8895
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DEALS

DALLAS RESTAURANT & BAR

VALIDITY: 1 JUL–30 SEP 2016

WEBSITE: WWW.DALLAS.SG

10% OFF

Dallas Restaurant & Bar has been serving
a myriad of hearty main courses and modern
bar bites for a decade. To celebrate its 10th
anniversary, a new outlet was launched at
Suntec City Sky Garden, with breathtaking
views of the cityscape. The delectable meat
platter is a definite must-try!

• APPLIES ONLY TO THE DALLAS MEAT PLATTER FOR
TWO PERSONS (WORTH S$70++) AT THE SUNTEC
CITY SKY GARDEN OUTLET
• USE THE CODE “10% OFF DALLAS MEAT PLATTER
FOR TWO DUET” AT CHECKOUT

I SEE i SEE

VALIDITY: 1 JUL–30 SEP 2016

FACEBOOK: FACEBOOK.COM/ISEEISEESG

15% DISCOUNT

I SEE i SEE, the popular Hong Kong
handcrafted ice pop brand, is now available
at 313@Somerset’s food hall. From unique
fruit-based flavours such as starfruit, to dairy
flavours blended with creamy Hokkaido
Tokusen 3.6 milk, this artisanal stall picks only
fresh, quality ingredients and promises eight
to 12 flavours on display at one time.

• APPLIES TO THE PURCHASE OF ANY ICE POP
• NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED
• USE COUPON CUT-OUT AT THE COUNTER TO
ENJOY DISCOUNT

ALPHA GYMNASTICS

VALIDITY: 1 JUL–30 SEP 2016

WEBSITE: ALPHAGYMASIA.COM

FREE TRIAL CLASS AND 10% OFF

Alpha Gymnastics runs a variety of
gymnastics and calisthenics classes for
people of all ages and levels. The classes,
which include adult gymnastics and
calisthenics, help to develop strength,
flexibility and agility, which all provide an
excellent foundation when undertaking other
sporting activities.

• 10% OFF TERM FEES APPLIES ONLY IF PARTICIPANTS
SIGN UP DURING THE FREE TRIAL
• FREE TRIAL EXTENDED TO PARTNERS

DIGIDOCK

VALIDITY: 1 JUL–30 SEP 2016

WEBSITE: WWW.DIGIDOCK.COM

FREE XPAL DONUT SPEAKER
DigiDock features thoughtfully engineered
device cradles that allow users to view their
smartphones at any angle. There are even
cradle options for bicycles, motorcycles
and cars.
*Note: XPAL Donut speaker is not part of the DigiDock brand, but a
collaboration between the two brands, exclusively for DUET readers.
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• APPLIES TO PURCHASES OF ANY DIGIDOCK PRODUCT
• VALID ONLY AT MOBILE CITY (SIM LIM SQUARE) AND SEiT
SOLUTIONS (INTERNATIONAL PLAZA)
• LIMITED TO 50 READERS
• USE THE COUPON CUT OUT AND PRESENT AT THE
COUNTER TO REDEEM A FREE DONUT SPEAKER WORTH
SGD 39.90 EACH WITH ANY PURCHASE OF DIGIDOCK
PRODUCTS
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